STATEMENT

I, the undersigned:

Name : Dr. Jatna Supriatna
NIP : 195109071983031002
Position : Chairman of Research Center for Climate Change - Universitas Indonesia

Both personally and as Chairman of Research Center for Climate Change Universitas Indonesia, which serves as the Project Developer for Demonstration Project of the RFS PAC Bali Barat National Park, I truthfully declare that:

- To the best of my knowledge and after doing a thorough review, a document Number IC 3-2 (Document No. 22.02) on directive of Director General of Conservation of Natural Resources and Ecosystems (Letter Number S.462/IV-PJLKKHL/2015) is accurate and complete.
- The information on all maps submitted and signed by Jarot Mulyo Semedi for in fulfillment of RFS PAC requirements, is accurate and complete in all material respect to the best of my knowledge and belief after a full, good faith investigation.
- The information on all matrices submitted by Jarot Mulyo Semedi, related to Documentary Evidence of Removals, the Protected Area Map, the Tenure Table and Map, and used in support of the Carbon Stock Change Benchmark, is accurate and complete in all material respect to the best of my knowledge and belief after a full, good faith investigation.

This statement has been drawn up to be used as appropriate.

Drawn up in : Depok
Date : 20 July 2016

Dr. Jatna Supriatna
NIP 195109071983031002